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Abstract
Early assessment of phonetic and phonological development requires knowledge of typical versus atypical
speech patterns, as well as the range of individual developmental trajectories. The nature of data reporting in
previous literature on typical voicing acquisition left aspects of the developmental process unclear and
limited clinical applicability. This work extends a previous four-month group study to present data for one
child over 12 months. Words containing initial /b p d t/ were elicited from a monolingual English-speaking
2-year-old child biweekly for 25 sessions. Voice onset time (VOT) was measured for each stop. For each
consonant and recording session, we measured range as well as accuracy, overshoot and discreteness
calculated for means and individual tokens. The results underscore the value of token-by-token analyses.
They further reveal that typical development may involve an extended period of fluctuating voicing patterns,
suggesting that the voiced/voiceless contrast may take months or years to stabilise.

Keywords: Assessment, English, speech development, voice onset time, voicing

Introduction
Valid assessment of speech sound disorders in children requires a clear understanding of the time
course of typical phonetic and phonological development, and the variety of paths to acquisition
that individual children may take. With increased recognition that early intervention may prevent
or mitigate later speech and language difficulties (e.g. ASHA, 2008), clinicians must determine
when existing data on early speech development are sufficient to determine that a young child’s
speech production differs from that of typically-developing peers.
This study focuses on the English stop voicing contrast. As reviewed in the next section, many
authors have carried out instrumental evaluations of stop voicing acquisition in English and other
languages, most typically using voice onset time (VOT; Lisker & Abramson, 1964). Nevertheless,
a review of that literature led us to the conclusion that our understanding of consonant voicing
accuracy in children between 2 and 3 years of age was insufficient to allow for confident clinical
Correspondence: Elaine R. Hitchcock, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders, Montclair State University, 1515 Broad
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assessment of voicing in this important age range, when extensive phonological development
occurs (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985). Specifically, much past work has presented VOT data in
highly reduced form (e.g. means and standard deviations). Results based entirely on averaged data
are difficult to use in clinical application, since speech–language pathologists typically use a
percent of correct productions to support the identification of a speech sound disorder and
determine a treatment plan (e.g. the percentage of consonants correct [PCC] measure; Shriberg,
Austin, Lewis, McSweeny, & Wilson, 1997). To see the potential issues here, consider this
hypothetical example. A clinician elicits a number of monosyllabic words from a child, attempting
to sample across all English syllable-initial consonants. Suppose that this sample contains four
words with initial /p/, and their VOT values are as follows: 14, 12, 10 and 130 ms.1 The first three
values correspond to typical VOTs for English /b/; only the last corresponds to an aspirated stop as
expected for syllable-initial English /p/. An analysis of individual productions (token-by-token)
would find three of these four productions to be inaccurate productions of /p/, yet the mean of the
four productions, 41.5 ms, is within the range of English aspirated /p/.
These realisations about the limitations of reduced data led to a longitudinal study of 10 typical
children (Hitchcock & Koenig, 2013), and the single-speaker, year-long study reported here. The
current paper presents longitudinal data on the voicing behaviour of one typically-developing
child from 2;4 to 3;4, giving particular attention to how stable her voicing categories were over
time. As before, one component of the analysis assessed production accuracy, defined with
reference to adult labelling behaviour, i.e. perceptual judgements. This measure is of interest
because it yields insight into how a child’s speech would be classified in a typical clinical
evaluation. Moreover, the classic staging of VOT development (see next section) was based, in
part, on how an adult is likely to perceive a child’s productions.

Studies of typical voicing using VOT and stages of voicing acquisition
Previous work established the following developmental sequence for English (Macken & Barton,
1980; cf. also Kewley-Port & Preston, 1974; Scobbie, Gibbon, Hardcastle, & Fletcher, 2000;
Zlatin & Koenigsknecht, 1976):





Stage I. VOT values are unimodal, in the short-lag range (appropriate for /b d g/) for all stop
consonants.
Stage II. A statistically significant VOT contrast develops. It may be subperceptual
(or ‘‘covert’’), within the short-lag range.
Stage IIIa. Some long-lag or /p t/ VOT values appear; they show exaggerated VOT lag
(‘‘overshoot’’).
Stage IIIb. Long-lag VOTs shorten to more adult-like values over time. Clearly separated
short- and long-lag VOT distributions are the last stage of development (‘‘discreteness’’).

Despite general consensus on the staging outlined above, the timescale of the English voicing
acquisition process and the variety of developmental schedules across children have remained
somewhat unclear (cf. Hitchcock & Koenig, 2013, for fuller discussion). Part of the difficulty is
that past studies have varied widely in sampling method (longitudinal versus cross-sectional),
sample size, age range, elicitation method, number and frequency of data collection sessions and
statistical measures. For example, one of the most widely-cited longitudinal studies, Macken and
Barton (1980), collapsed data across multiple recording sessions for reporting purposes,
1
Although hypothetical, this example is not outside the realm of possibility; two of the current participant’s sessions (Session 1 for alveolars
and 3 for bilabials; see Supplemental Material) showed data clustered in the short-lag range with one very long-lag outlier; such cases can
also be observed in Macken and Barton’s (1980) data (pp. 56 and 64).
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potentially obscuring short-term changes. Also, comparing across studies, it was difficult to
determine whether an overshoot phase (Stage IIIa) was universal to all children learning a
language that uses voiceless aspirated stops. Thus, to gain a clearer and more clinically-applicable
picture of how typical 2-year-olds learn to produce VOT contrasts, Hitchcock and Koenig (2013)
collected VOT data on 10 children recorded biweekly for four months. Two goals of that work
were to explore how young children’s productions continue to differ from adults’ after a
statistically significant VOT contrast is observed, and to evaluate how the evident VOT staging
varied depending on analysis method. VOT was analysed using token-by-token measures and
summary statistics (means and ANOVA results), using four criterion measures, described
schematically here and in more quantitative detail in the methods section below:
(a) Range of VOT values per target consonant. This measure was by nature restricted to the
token-by-token analysis; it is simply the difference, in ms, between the highest and lowest VOT
value for each consonant in a given recording session. Range was included, following Zlatin and
Koenigsknecht (1976), as an index of the token-to-token variability that characterises child speech
(e.g. Eguchi & Hirsh, 1969 and many subsequent studies).
(b) Accuracy, defined as VOT values appropriate to the target based on adult production and
perception data, for means and individual productions (token-by-token). This measure was
implemented following Kewley-Port and Preston (1974) and Macken and Barton (1980). Those
authors proposed that adults would categorise (i.e. label) children’s productions based on adult
values of production and perception.2 Note that Macken and Barton’s Stage II was designated a
‘‘subperceptual’’3 contrast based on the logic that values in the short-lag range would be
perceived as phonemically identical. Moreover, as pointed out above, clinical assessment of
children’s speech primarily relies on perceptual evaluation by adult listeners. Macken and Barton
(1980, p. 48) defined Stage II in terms of VOT means; we also carried out token-by-token
measures of accuracy to assess how this would affect VOT staging.
(c) Discreteness, or degree of overlap between the voiced/voiceless categories, for means and
individual productions (token-by-token). Discreteness measures for child speech were reported
following Zlatin and Koenigsknecht (1976), who evaluated all tokens in measuring discreteness,
and Bailey and Haggard (1973, 1980), who reported an analogous ‘‘distinctiveness’’ measure for
means. Bharadwaj and Graves (2008) have suggested that more discrete categories (i.e. those with
little or no overlap) may be associated with listener judgements of higher contrast typicality in the
speech of children with cochlear implants. Further, Romeo, Hazan, and Pettinato (2013) recently
reported that acoustic measures of consonants (VOTs for /b p/ and centroids for /s S/) showed
overlapping values in children, especially boys, more frequently than adults, supporting the
general conclusion that measures of consonant distinctiveness provide a window into contrast
development.4

2
One may ask whether adult listeners have comparable VOT perception boundaries for child speech and adult speech. We know of no
published studies addressing this question, but we have conducted one pilot study of two 2-year-olds (one being the participant of this study)
and a subsequent, more extensive study with a larger number of children. Results of the pilot study, using four listeners, yielded 50% crossovers (i.e. phoneme boundaries) of 25 ms for bilabials and 35 ms for alveolars, similar to what has been observed for synthetic stimuli based
on adult models (e.g. Kuhl & Miller, 1978). The follow-up study (Hitchcock & Koenig, 2015) yields comparable results. Thus, the
traditional practice of using adult VOT values to infer adult perception of a child’s voicing categories appears to be valid.
3
Macken and Barton specifically state that, in this stage, ‘‘the contrast that the child is making is presumably not perceptible to adults’’
(1980, p. 48).
4
Romeo et al. (2013) did observe small amounts of overlap, i.e. lack of discreteness, in some adults, and also reported that category
separation was greater in women than men. Thus, factors like speaking style can also come into play here and yield variation among adult
speakers. We do not claim that category overlap never occurs in typical adult speech; our point is simply that extensive and persistent overlap
is not a feature we would associate with mature speech. Along similar lines, adult productions, particularly in rapid or connected speech,
could occasionally be produced with inaccurate VOTs, i.e. values appropriate to the opposite category (cf. Lisker & Abramson, 1967), but
we expect such tokens to be rare on the whole.
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(d) Overshoot, or exaggerated aspiration (very long positive VOTs), for means and individual
productions (token-by-token) of /p t/. This measure was intended to capture the occurrence of
Macken and Barton’s ‘‘overshoot’’ phase (Stage IIIa).
Findings of Hitchcock and Koenig (2013) included the following: (a) Children’s stop voicing
characteristics could show extreme variations between adjacent recording sessions, i.e. over twoweek intervals. (b) The timescale of development varied across children; some showed rapid,
abrupt gains whereas others made more gradual progress over time. (c) Contrasts evidently
acquired at one recording session were not always maintained at the next. (d) Measures of
individual productions (i.e. the token-by-token analysis) presented a more nuanced picture of
development than the summary statistics (mean values and ANOVA results). Hitchcock and
Koenig observed that the token-by-token analyses revealed patterns (e.g. an overshoot phase
for all children) not evident in the means. These results suggest that a battery of measures
carried out on a token-by-token basis, is more sensitive than analyses based on session means in
showing changes in a child’s VOT contrast over time. Further, the token-by-token analysis
provides a firmer foundation from which one can assess how children’s productions continue to
differ from adults’ after a statistically significant VOT contrast is achieved. Thus, the staging of
Macken and Barton (1980), outlined above, was revised to include the four measured parameters
(Table 1).
This paper extends the work of Hitchcock and Koenig (2013) by following one child for a
full year of biweekly recording sessions, providing a unique window into the stability of
contrasts in early phonological acquisition. Past longitudinal studies either did not record the
children for this long or this frequently, or if they did they grouped the data for analysis
purposes, thus potentially masking short-term variation in the voicing contrast. Our elicitation
methods were designed to ensure that each consonant was represented by a sufficient number
of tokens (15+) to establish valid distributional characteristics for all sessions. As before, we
present data on VOT range, as well as accuracy, overshoot and discreteness, on a token-bytoken basis and for session means. We give particular attention to VOT accuracy and
discreteness, and their stability over time. Once a child is observed to demonstrate a VOT
contrast, do the categories remain accurate and discrete, or is regression observed (e.g. in the
form of greater overlap or reduced accuracy)? To our knowledge, no longitudinal studies
have investigated this question.

Case study
Methods
The participant inclusion/exclusion criteria, recording protocol and analyses were identical to
those used in Hitchcock and Koenig (2013). The subject of this study, KC, was first
recorded biweekly for four months (as were nine other children). Her biweekly recording
schedule was then extended for eight more months following the same protocol. At the
beginning of the original four-month study, KC demonstrated no VOT contrast at either place
of articulation (according to the accuracy criteria defined in the next section). She showed
discrete and largely accurate categories at the end of that study, suggesting that she had
rapidly achieved the voicing contrast. The current work investigates how that apparently
established contrast was maintained over time. In order to show development over the
full 12-month duration, the results section here includes all data points from the previous
study along with the newly-collected data. The previously-reported (Hitchcock & Koenig,
2013) data are indicated in the plots by showing the first eight sessions with a grey
background.

Short-lag

Typically 52;0

1;6–2;6

2;0–3;0

2;6–3+

Stage

I

II

IIIa

IIIb

VOT values in the short-lag
and long-lag range

Primarily short lag; expanding into long-lag range
VOT values in the short-lag
and long-lag range

VOT values

Approximate
age range
(years; months)

Decreased from Stage IIIa
but longer than adults

Increased from Stage II

Increased from Stage I

Small (100 ms)

Range size

/b d/ either stable or moving
slightly in the long lag
range; /p t/ good
/b d/ good; /p t/ good

/b d/ good; /p t/ fair

/b d/ good; /p t/ bad

Accuracy

Moderate–high: overlap still
present but decreased
from Stages I to II
High: No overlap present
between the categories;
separation between
voicing categories is
30 ms as seen in adults

Low: Extensive overlap
between /b p/ and /d t/
pairs
Low: Extensive overlap

Discreteness

Absent

Present for /p/ and/or /t/

Absent/minimal

Absent/minimal

Overshoot

Table 1. Revised stages of English voicing acquisition, following Macken and Barton (1980), adding the four additional measures suggested in the text (Hitchcock & Koenig, 2013).
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Participant
KC was a monolingual, American-English-speaking child who was 28 months old at the time of
her initial enrollment, and 32 months at the beginning of the study extension. At the conclusion of
the first study, all parents were asked if they wanted to continue their child’s participation; only
KC’s mother responded to our request. KC’s mother provided informed consent for her child to
enroll in the study. Following the selection criteria of the original study, KC’s general health and
birth history were unremarkable per parent questionnaire. She passed a free-field pure-tone
hearing screening conducted in a soundproof audiometric suite (20 dB thresholds or less at 250,
500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz), demonstrated no gross structural or functional abnormality in the
oral mechanism and scored within one standard deviation of the age level mean on standardised
tests of speech and language skills. Speech production was measured by the Goldman–Fristoe Test
of Articulation-2 (Goldman & Fristoe, 2000). KC received a standard score of 89 on the GFTA-2,
which placed her in the 37th percentile. Language functioning was measured by the Preschool
Language Scale-3 (Zimmerman, Steiner, & Pond, 1992).5 KC received a standard score of 111,
which placed her in the 77th percentile. All assessments were performed by the first author, a
certified speech–language pathologist. Finally, the presence/absence of a syllable-initial stop
voicing contrast was assessed prior to the study by recording a minimum of 10 single-word
utterances per target consonant (/b d p t/) over two sessions. KC demonstrated less than 25%
acoustic accuracy (defined in the Measurements and Analysis section) for voiceless target
consonants, indicating that she did not have a perceptual or subperceptual VOT contrast at either
place of articulation and was therefore in Macken and Barton’s (1980) Stage I.

Recording and stimulus materials
Recordings were made in a quiet room in the child’s home using a Sony (MZ-N707, Tokyo, Japan)
portable minidisk recorder and a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. A Kay Pentax (Montvale, NJ) lapel
microphone (Model #3502) was attached to the child’s clothing approximately six inches from the
mouth for a favourable signal to noise ratio and minimal feedback distortion.
A minimum of 15 tokens of each bilabial and alveolar target in initial/prevocalic position was
attempted in each recording session to establish VOT distributional characteristics for all stops.
Single words were targeted as being age-appropriate, and to facilitate accurate production
(Hitchcock & Koenig, 2013; cf. also Morrison & Shriberg, 1992). Stimuli were black and white
drawings of two minimal pairs of CV words, boo-pooh and doe-toe. The velar place of articulation
was excluded for two reasons. First, we wanted to constrain the stimulus set because recording
sessions for children of this age need to be kept short, and multiple repetitions of each consonant
were needed to establish distributional characteristics. Further, the velars tend to be acquired later
than alveolars and bilabials (e.g. Sander, 1972), which can lead to markedly smaller sample sizes
for this place compared to the others. In fact, KC showed some velar ! alveolar substitutions in
the initial standardised and unstandardised assessments; tokens without the correct place of
articulation were excluded in our analysis.
Caregivers were given the stimulus pictures a week before the initial recording session in order
to familiarise KC with the pictures and the word targets. (Once recording sessions began, the
stimulus pictures were removed from the house and parents were asked not to elicit the study
words from their child between sessions.) The picture prompts were presented in random order
using verbal cues to elicit the target response (e.g. ‘‘Winnie the _____’’ or ‘‘The ghost
says______’’). A model was given if KC did not respond to the verbal/picture stimuli. Responses
5

At the time of data collection, the Preschool Language Scale-3 was the most current version of this standardised assessment.
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provided in direct imitation of the model were discarded given that imitation has been shown to
affect production accuracy (Hodson & Paden, 1991). KC typically produced the target words in
isolation. Repeated productions on a single breath (e.g. boo, boo, boo, boo) were excluded from
analysis.
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Measurements and analysis
Data were transferred to the Kay Pentax Computerized Speech Lab (Model 4500, Montvale, NJ)
for analysis, with a sampling rate of 11 025 Hz. Inclusion criteria for productions were as follows:
CV word shape; the initial C was a stop with the appropriate place of articulation, produced in
response to a known picture target; and the token was not acoustically distorted by ambient noise,
yelling or singing. VOT, defined as the interval between the release of vocal tract occlusion and
the onset of glottal vibration, was measured using an acoustic waveform and wideband
spectrogram. The final data set for KC, including the first four months of data collection, consisted
of 2246 tokens (600 from the previous study). This corresponds to an average of 22.46 productions
of each of the four consonants over 25 recording sessions, although later sessions averaged slightly
higher due to additional spontaneous repetitions during data collection. The percentage of tokens
discarded due to noise/distortion for this participant was 7.7%.
The four measures of assessment were calculated as described below. For reference, VOT
histograms are provided for both places of articulation and all sessions in the Supplemental
Material, along with the means and standard deviations for all sessions. Readers are also referred
to Hitchcock & Koenig (2013) for more extensive justification and examples.
(a) Range. The lowest VOT value subtracted from the highest VOT value for each consonant
target. For example, in session 21 (cf. Supplemental Materials), KC’s VOTs for /b/ ranged from
47 to 26 ms, yielding 73 ms as her range value for that sound and session.
(b) Accuracy. This was based on thresholds of 20 ms for bilabials and 30 ms for alveolars,
following the adult data of Lisker and Abramson (1964) and Zlatin and Koenigsknecht (1976).
The different boundaries for bilabials and alveolars reflect the fact that VOT values tend to
increase with more posterior places of articulation (e.g. Lisker & Abramson, 1964), and the
perceptual boundaries vary accordingly (e.g. Kuhl & Miller, 1978). These thresholds were applied
to mean VOT values for each session, and also to each production in a session for the tokenby-token analysis. For example, in session 2 (see Supplemental Materials), KC had mean VOTs of
16 ms for /b/ and 20 ms for /p/; following the 20 ms bilabial threshold /b/ was considered accurate
(520 ms), whereas /p/ was inaccurate (not above the threshold value, i.e. too short). The token-bytoken accuracy measure designated each production as accurate or inaccurate based on the same
thresholds; we then calculated the percentages of each consonant in that session that were
accurate. The accuracy criterion did not exclude exaggerated but ‘‘correct’’ productions; that is,
long prevoicing for /b/ or long aspiration for /p/ did not render a production inaccurate.
(c) Discreteness. The difference, in ms, between voiced and voiceless targets at each place of
articulation. For the means analysis, this was simply the difference between the session means,
following Bailey and Haggard (1973). For the token-by-token analysis, this was measured as the
difference between the highest voiced target VOT and the lowest voiceless target VOT, following
Zlatin and Koenigsknecht (1976). For example, in session 13, KC’s lowest VOT value for /p/ was
16 ms, whereas her highest VOT value for /b/ was 19 ms – an overlap of 3 ms in the token-by-token
analysis. On the other hand, in session 12, her lowest /p/ VOT was 54 ms, and her highest /b/ VOT
was 29 ms, yielding no overlap. Note that the discreteness measure was calculated based on the
data from individual sessions, unlike the calculation of accuracy, which was based on fixed values
for all sessions. Negative discreteness values indicate overlap between voicing categories, whereas
positive values indicate separation between categories. A separation of circa 30 ms between
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contrasting VOT categories has been reported for American-English speaking adults (Zlatin, 1974,
but cf. footnote 4). A lack of discreteness should correspond to perceived ambiguity between the
voicing categories in a given session.
(d) Overshoot. This quantified the occurrence of very long-lag values (4100 ms) for /p/ and /t/,
and was included to permit evaluation of whether the child went through Macken and Barton’s
(1980) Stage IIIa. Such long VOT values are not typical in most adults, even in citation speech
(Lisker & Abramson, 1964; Zlatin, 1972). Overshoot was obtained for session mean values and as
a percentage of all productions of /p t/ in a recording session in a manner analogous to that used
for accuracy. Specifically, means of /p t/ greater than 100 ms were designated as showing
overshoot. For the token-by-token analysis, each production was labeled as showing overshoot or
not, and overshoot was then expressed as a percentage of /p t/ productions exceeding 100 ms in
each session. When 50% of the distribution was 4100 ms, the participant was said to be in an
‘‘overshoot phase’’. Notice that overshoot is not redundant with range, because range values were
based on the lowest as well as the highest value for a particular phoneme in a given session.
Overshoot, in contrast, quantified target voiceless sounds with very long positive VOTs only.

Measurement reliability
All tokens were measured either by the first author or a trained graduate student. A second trained
researcher measured randomly selected tokens across all recording sessions. Measurements were
considered in agreement if they were within 5 ms of each other (exceeding the 10 ms value
recently suggested by Fabiano-Smith & Bunta, 2012). Inter-rater reliability was based on a
comparison of 18% of the tokens (409/2246). The measures showed 92% agreement with a mean
difference of 2.2 ms and a standard deviation of 5 ms; further, VOT values for the original and remeasured tokens were highly correlated (r ¼ 0.987, p50.0001).

Statistical analysis
Many researchers have used the presence of a statistically significant VOT difference between the
voicing categories as an indication that a child has acquired a voicing contrast (Bailey & Haggard,
1980; Lowenstein & Nittrouer, 2008; Macken & Barton, 1980; Snow, 1997; Tyler & Saxman,
1991; Zlatin & Koenigsknecht, 1976). Thus, within-subject repeated measures analyses of
variance (ANOVAs) were applied to the /b p/ and /d t/ data for each session to establish the
presence or absence of a statistically significant difference between the voicing categories and
allow for a comparison of statistically significant contrasts with the four measures of assessment
listed above. Given the large number of ANOVAs (two places of articulation  25 sessions),
significance was assessed not only with a standard -level of 0.05 but also with a conservative
of 0.001. Cohen’s d was also computed for each /b p/ and /t d/ pair to provide an estimate of
effect size (two places of articulation  25 sessions ¼ 50 values). Following Cohen (1988), effect
sizes of d ¼ 0.2 were considered small, d ¼ 0.5 were considered medium and d ¼ 0.8 were
considered large.

Results
Statistical significance
Repeated measures ANOVAs revealed a statistically significant difference in the expected
direction for 84% of both /b p/ and /d t/ pairs across the 25 recording sessions (21 of 25 sessions
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Table 2. Results (p values) of repeated measures ANOVAs for KC per session.
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Session #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

/b p/

/d t/

0.1321
0.2514
0.9506
0.3417
*
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

*
0.1226
0.7168
0.7163
0.5453
*
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

For each place of articulation, VOT values for all voiced and voiceless tokens were
entered into the ANOVA to evaluate whether KC had a significant VOT contrast in
that session for /b p/ and /d t/. Asterisks indicate significance using a standard
a-level of 0.05 (*) and a conservative
of 0.001 (**). The conservative
represents a correction for the large number of ANOVAs (1 child  25 sessions 
2 places of articulation).

for each pair, i.e. a total of 42 of 50 comparisons) using a criterion of p50.05. Within this group,
93% (39 of the 42) met the more stringent significance criterion of p50.001 (Table 2). These
results indicate that VOT values were generally lower for /b/ versus /p/ and /d/ versus /t/. Session
effect sizes for /b p/ and /d t/ were usually large (41 of 50 sessions); one was medium and eight
were small. All effect sizes were large in sessions 5–25 for /b p/ and in sessions 6–25 for /d t/.
These statistical results could be taken to suggest that KC had acquired the voicing contrast and
that a perceptual evaluation would show high accuracy for this phonological feature. However, the
analyses reported below demonstrate KC’s continuing process of refining the /b p/ and /d t/
contrasts, and the ongoing presence of ambiguous/inaccurate productions and category overlap.
As in our earlier study, the token-by-token analyses ultimately presented a considerably richer
picture of voicing development than the analysis of means; they are also more straightforwardly
applicable for purposes of clinical assessment. As such, the former will be given primary attention
in the rest of the results presentation.
Range
Range sizes for each phoneme are shown in Figure 1. Adult range sizes for English voiced and
voiceless stops have been reported to be up to 180 ms (including prevoiced tokens) and 120 ms,
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Figure 1. Range in ms of VOT values for /b/, /d/, /p/, /t/ for KC over 25 sessions. The data in the grey-shaded sessions
(1–8) were presented as part of Hitchcock and Koenig (2013).

respectively (Lisker & Abramson, 1964; Zlatin & Koenigsknecht, 1976). Although ranges for all
four phonemes varied greatly over time, KC’s range sizes were larger overall for /p t/ than for /b d/,
suggesting greater stability for the voiced category. In total, just 8% of the /b/ and /d/ sessions
showed a range of 4100 ms, whereas 42% of the /p/ and /t/ sessions showed a range size of
4100 ms. The range data indicate that KC showed considerable token-to-token variability in her
production, as typically reported for young children. She also varied extensively in this measure
from session to session.

Accuracy
Mean VOT values for /b/ were accurate for all sessions. Those for /d/ were accurate in 23/25
sessions (all but sessions 14 and 18); upon closer inspection, those two session means barely
crossed the accuracy threshold of 30 ms (30.54 and 30.51 ms). All /p/ and /t/ means were accurate
in sessions 5–25 and 6–25, respectively. Such high and apparently stable accuracy did not always
hold for individual productions, however, as shown by the token-by-token analyses.
Token-by-token accuracy measures are graphed in Figure 2. All phonemes had some
productions that were inaccurate, but the numbers varied across consonants. All /b/ distributions
were 480% accurate; all /d/ distributions with the exception of sessions 18 and 19 were 480%
accurate. Early in the original study, KC’s VOT values showed marked, rapid improvement in
accuracy for /p/ and /t/. This progress occurred in tandem for the two phonemes (/p/ slightly ahead
of /t/), with both rising above 80% accuracy after the sixth session. Subsequently, accuracy for /p/
and /t/ generally remained above 480%, albeit with a noticeable dip in accuracy (63%) for /t/
at session 23.
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Figure 2. Accuracy of stop consonants for KC over 25 sessions, measured according to whether VOT values fell within
adult boundaries. The solid lines show token-by-token accuracy percentages for voiced targets; dashed lines reflect
accuracy percentages for voiceless targets. The data in the grey-shaded sessions (1–8) were presented as part of Hitchcock
and Koenig (2013).

Accuracy was compared across consonants by taking the average accuracy per phoneme across
all sessions. Greatest accuracy was observed for /b/ which measured an average of 94%, followed
by /d/ at 93%, /p/ at 81% and /t/ at 75%. These data are consistent with expectations that the shortlag/voiced category is established earlier than the long-lag/voiceless category (Kewley-Port &
Preston, 1974; Macken & Barton, 1980).
Comparing the token-by-token measures of accuracy (Figure 2) with the results from the means
and the ANOVA results (Table 2) reveals some of the limitations of relying solely on reduced data
and tests of statistical significance to determine contrast acquisition. In the current data, 42/50
sessions showed a statistically significant voiced/voiceless difference, seemingly indicating good
production accuracy. However, just 12% (5/42) of these /b p/ and /d t/ comparisons were
associated with 100% accuracy of both phonemes in the pair. Sixty-nine percent (29/42) of the
remaining /b p/ or /d t/ comparisons were associated with accuracy between 75% and 100%, and
19% (8/42) of the /b p/ or /d t/ comparisons that reached statistical significance were associated
with 575% accuracy (i.e. inaccuracy rates of 25% or more). As stated above, the mean VOT data
provided no indication of inaccuracy in KC’s productions. Thus, mean values and statistically
significant differences between voicing categories do not correspond well to high production
accuracy as assessed for individual productions, as is commonly done in clinical practice (e.g. the
PCC measure).
Discreteness
Figure 3 shows discreteness data calculated both for the session means and for individual tokens.
As was observed for accuracy, discreteness based on the means was markedly higher than the
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Figure 3. Discreteness values for /b p/ and /d t/ for KC over 25 sessions indicating overlap between the phoneme pairs. Plot
lines indicate overlap as a negative value and separation between the pairs as a positive value (single lines for the token-bytoken analysis; double lines for means analysis). The data in the grey-shaded sessions (1–8) were presented as part of
Hitchcock and Koenig (2013).

token-by-token results: For the means, discreteness was found in 23/25 (92%) and 22/25 (88%)
sessions for /b p/ and /t d/. Of these discrete mean VOT comparisons, 83% (19/23) for /b p/ and
86% (19/22) for /d t/ were separated by 430 ms, the separation observed for adults (Zlatin, 1972).
In short, mean discreteness suggested well-separated distributions.
In contrast, the token-by-token analysis showed that the VOT distributions did not remain
discrete over time. Although discreteness was observed by session 7 for /b p/ distributions and
session 8 for /d t/, overlap, or lack of discreteness, was observed for /b p/ in 12 of the 18 remaining
sessions and for /d t/ in 12 of the 17 remaining sessions. This included the last six sessions for /b p/
and the last nine for /t d/. A review of the findings over 12 months showed that /b p/ were discrete
in only 28% (7/25) of sessions; /t d/ were discrete in 24% (6/25). Only two of these sessions for /b
p/ and one for /d t/ showed discreteness of 30 ms.
Previous studies do not clearly show persistent overlap between voicing categories once a
bimodal distribution is established. Thus, further analysis was completed to explore the percentage
of overlapping tokens for /b p/ and /t d/ distributions. All tokens that fell within the highest /b/ and
lowest /p/ target productions in a given session were considered to be within the overlap span. The
number of productions within this group was summed and then divided by the total number of
productions in the combined /b p/ set. For example, if the lowest VOT value for /p/ in a given
session was 16 ms, a VOT value of 19 ms for /b/ would be within the overlap region (Supplemental
Histograms: session 13). On the other hand, if the lowest /p/ VOT was 54 ms, a VOT of 29 ms for
/b/ would not be in the overlap region (Supplemental Histograms: session 12).
The results of this analysis showed large proportions of overlap (460%) for /b p/ and /d t/
contrasts from sessions 1–5 (Figure 4). Over time, smaller percentages of overlap were generally
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Figure 4. The percentage of overlapping tokens for /b p/ and /t d/ distributions for KC over 25 sessions. The data in the
grey-shaded sessions (1–8) were presented as part of Hitchcock and Koenig (2013).

observed between the highest voiced token and the lowest voiceless token, but there was
considerable variation across sessions. Overlap percentages ranged from 0% to 54% for /b p/ and
0% to 58% for /d t/ in sessions 6–25.
Overshoot
Based on mean VOT values, KC did not appear to demonstrate /p/ or /t/ overshoot for any of the
25 sessions; all session means were 5100 ms. In contrast, token-by-token overshoot, calculated as
a percentage of the VOT values 100 ms per distribution (Figure 5), shows that KC experienced a
brief overshoot phase over a two-session, i.e. one-month period. Both /p/ and /t/ follow a similar
trajectory over the 12 months with /t/ trailing approximately one session behind /p/ during the
observed overshoot period. The token-by-token analysis also indicates that exaggerated VOT
values (100 ms) consistently occurred in later sessions for a modest percentage of productions.
That is, although the percentage of exaggerated values per VOT distribution peaked between
sessions 7 and 8, small percentages of exaggerated aspiration persisted throughout the 12-month
period.

Discussion
Similar to Hitchcock and Koenig (2013), the current VOT means analysis showed no overshoot,
and consistently high accuracy and discreteness over time. The token-by-token analyses, on the
other hand showed persistent VOT variability for labial and alveolar productions after KC had
apparently established the voicing contrast. These differences across analysis methods provide
further support for the premise of Hitchcock and Koenig (2013) that descriptions of development
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Figure 5. Overshoot of voiceless aspirated stop consonants /p/ and /t/ for KC over 25 sessions. The dashed lines show
token-by-token overshoot percentages for /p/ and /t/. The data in the grey-shaded sessions (1–8) were presented as part of
Hitchcock and Koenig (2013).

based on highly reduced data yield not only a limited, but in some cases inaccurate representation
of a child’s speech production development.
Subsequent to the rapid improvement in /p t/ accuracy, token-by-token accuracy for all four
phonemes generally remained 80%, although occasional dips were observed. In other words,
inaccuracy rates exceeded 20% at times. For discreteness, we observed large proportions of
overlap (460%) in /b p/ and /t d/ VOTs from sessions 1 to 5. Subsequently, smaller percentages of
overlap between voicing categories were observed, but 50% or more overlap was still occasionally
observed in later sessions. Finally, the token-by-token measures (but not the means) showed a
brief overshoot phase followed by the consistent presence of exaggerated VOT values (100 ms)
for a modest percentage of productions. For this child, increased accuracy, emergence of
discreteness and the overshoot phase occurred close in time across both places of articulation.
Hitchcock and Koenig (2013) observed several such cases of parallel development across bilabial
and alveolar places, as well as some cases of divergent development, e.g. discreteness improving
for alveolars in a session where it worsened for bilabials. Thus, the acquisition of obstruent voicing
spreads across places of articulation in a way that is child-specific.

Interactions across measures
It is instructive to consider potential relationships among measures. Interactions are obscured
by the coarse nature of the means data, but such patterns are evident in the token-by-token
analyses. For example, when /p/ and /t/ are initially established for KC with long-lag VOTs
(between sessions 4 and 7; see Figure 2), discreteness and overshoot measures developed in
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Figure 6. (a) Interactions across token-by-token measures for discreteness and overshoot: bilabial productions. The data in
the grey-shaded sessions (1–8) were presented as part of Hitchcock and Koenig (2013). (b) Interactions across token-bytoken measures for discreteness and overshoot: alveolar productions. The data in the grey-shaded sessions (1–8) were
presented as part of Hitchcock and Koenig (2013).
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Figure 7. Grouped range size per phoneme across 25 sessions. The solid lines show the token-by-token percentage of
sessions with range size 100 ms for voiced targets; dashed lines reflect percentage of sessions with range size 100 ms
for voiceless targets.

parallel (Figure 6a and b); discrete voiced/voiceless categories were observed at both places of
articulation at sessions 7–8, coincident with the sessions where /p/ (session 7) and /t/ (sessions
7–8) showed overshoot (50% of the VOT values over 100 ms). Thus, overshoot contributed to
discreteness in these sessions. However, over time, low levels of overshoot persisted and
discreteness was extremely variable.
Interactions can also be seen between range and token-by-token overshoot and accuracy
measures. As stated above, overshoot was present in session 8 for /p/ and sessions 7–8 for /t/. An
increase in range size can be seen leading up to, during, and slightly after the presence of
overshoot (Figure 7). This is consistent with previous studies suggesting that production
variability may increase during periods of learning (e.g. Goffman, Ertmer, & Erdle, 2002). When
viewed together, these comparisons suggest that subtle increases in range size, together with the
presence of overshoot and improved accuracy, represent evidence of evolving voicing acquisition
via refinement of articulatory movements. Once /p/ and /t/ became largely accurate (after session
8), smaller range sizes were generally observed although intermittent sessions of exaggerated
ranges persist and occasional marked dips in accuracy occurred for individual phonemes. These
examples show the value of assessing child speech using multiple measures in combination (cf.
Hitchcock & Koenig, 2013).

Stages of voicing acquisition
According to the means analysis, KC’s voicing acquisition appeared to be abrupt: Both /b p/ and
/d t/ categories moved from unimodal (Stage I) to bimodal, adult-like distributions (Stage IIIb),
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Table 3. Stages of acquisition for KC based on mean VOT measures and token-by-token measures.
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Analysis of means
Token-by-token analysis

Stage I

Stage II

Stage IIIa

ˇ
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Stage IIIb
ˇ

with little evidence of overlap and no overshoot (i.e. no Stage II or IIIa). Furthermore, the means
analysis suggested nearly uniform adult-like discreteness (430 ms separation between the voicing
categories) from sessions 7 to 25, with only two cases of /b p/ separation 530 ms. Table 3 (top
row) shows the apparent progression according to the means.
The token-by-token analyses imply a very different pattern of voicing development (Table 3,
bottom row). Here, KC’s VOT productions proceed regularly through the acquisitional schedule
outlined by Macken and Barton (1980) and refined by Hitchcock and Koenig (2013), including a
brief overshoot phase. At the end of the study, KC appears to have moved through Stages I, II and
IIIa over the course of the 12-month period. In the token-by-token analysis, high accuracy might
suggest movement into Stage IIIb, but accuracy values did not remain stable, falling below 80%
for /d/ and /t/ in sessions 18 and 23, respectively. Moreover, the persistence of overlap throughout
the duration of the study indicates that KC had not yet moved to Stage IIIb. These findings,
viewed together, demonstrate that a child may show progress in one area (e.g. accuracy) but not in
others (e.g. discreteness), and movement between stages may not occur simultaneously for all four
assessment measures. Gains may also be variable, with movement towards adult-like productions
followed by periods of regression (e.g. adult-like discreteness for a short period of time followed
by a return to overlapping distributions in subsequent sessions). In sum, following Hitchcock and
Koenig (2013), a child must demonstrate the range, accuracy, overshoot and discreteness criteria
defined for each stage in order to be said to have achieved that level of voicing development. More
generally, the results contribute to a view of acquisition more as an ongoing process than a discrete
event. Indeed, they support a suggestion made by Macken and Barton (1980, p. 73): ‘‘Although
considerable progress is usually made by 2;0, it may be many more months (or even years) before
children acquire sufficient articulatory skill to consistently produce adult-like voicing’’.
Although not always framed in terms of phonological contrasts per se, decades of work
demonstrate that speech motor control develops for a number of years, with even school-age
children showing, for example, longer durations and higher token-to-token variability than adults
(see, e.g. Koenig, Lucero, & Perlman, 2008 and references therein). The literature on motor
learning characterises acquisition as arising from practice or experience that facilitates
development of the target motor skill (e.g. Goffman et al., 2002; Wu, Miyamoto, Castro,
Ölveczky, & Smith, 2014). The premise that children engage in practice, or demonstrate trial and
error productions, during acquisition suggests that development is a continuously evolving
exercise toward a goal (e.g. a voicing target). Given the precise laryngeal and supralaryngeal
control required to produce accurate voiced and voiceless plosives it is not surprising that KC
demonstrated considerable movement within and between measures as her voicing output became
more adult-like. It is likely that the protracted course of speech perception development (e.g.
Flege & Eefting, 1986; Hazan & Barrett, 2000; Nittrouer & Studdert-Kennedy, 1987; Zlatin &
Koenigsknecht, 1975) also contributes to ongoing modification of production. What is striking
about the current results is the magnitude of evidence, obtained at short time intervals, that KC
engaged in extended practice and refinement of the voicing contrast over the course of many
months. To date, the literature has not provided longitudinal data of this extent charting not
only the process of voicing acquisition, but also the degree to which accuracy and discreteness
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remain stable. Our results suggest that the English voicing contrast may not stabilise for some
time. The persisting overlap between categories (lack of discreteness) observed here is consistent
with a recent study of stop voicing and fricative contrasts in children ages 9–14 and adults (Romeo
et al., 2013). Those authors found that overlap was more prevalent in children (particularly boys)
than adults. Along similar lines, a 10-month follow-up study by the first author and colleagues
showed extensive production variability in stop consonant voicing in 3–8-year-old Englishspeaking children across all three places of articulation (Hitchcock, Ochs & Gencarelli, 2013).
The occasional reductions in accuracy and return to overlapping distributions in KC’s voicing
contrast recall findings of developmental phonologists, who observed that acquisition is not
simply a linear course of improvement towards adult-like forms, but may involve apparent
regression, a phenomenon that some have attributed to phonological reorganisation (e.g. Ferguson
& Farwell, 1975; Macken, 1979; see also theoretical review in Vihman, 1996). Evidence of
regression can also be seen in studies of developing motor control for both speech (e.g. Goffman
et al., 2002) and non-speech actions (e.g. Thelen, Corbetta, & Spencer, 1996). The current study
provides further evidence for the long-term nature of phonological contrast acquisition (which we
consider to be both a linguistic and motoric process). Valid interpretation of the results of any
single-session assessment of a child’s speech production must recognise the dynamic and
sometimes nonlinear nature of the process.
Clinical relevance of contrastive voicing acquisition
When conducting a comprehensive phonological evaluation, many clinicians and researchers
include an inventory analysis to assess a child’s speech sound productions (e.g. Bauman-Waengler,
2004; Bleile, 2004; Creaghead, Newman, & Secord, 1989; Pena-Brooks & Hedge, 2007; Smit,
2004; Vellemen, 2003; Williams, 2003). For example, a phonetic inventory may be used to assess
the age appropriateness of a child’s speech (Bleile, 2004) or determine treatment targets (Gierut,
2005). In order to do so, an accuracy criterion may be added for attributing sounds to a child’s
inventory (Ingram & Ingram, 2001; Stokes, Klee, Carson, & Carson, 2005). Perceived errors in
voicing may contribute to misdiagnosing or overestimating the severity of a child’s speech sound
disorder if the nature of typical voicing development is not well-understood.
For example, childhood apraxia of speech (CAS), characterised by difficulty in sequencing
speech movements in the absence of muscle weakness, has long been recognised as a speech
sound disorder for which differential diagnosis is challenging (ASHA, 2007). Many researchers
have attempted to determine a standard set of diagnostic criteria for CAS. Forrest (2003) asked 75
speech–language pathologists to report three diagnostic markers they use in order to diagnose a
child with CAS. In total, 50 different characteristics were given by the participants, supporting
previous literature that emphasises the ambiguity of a CAS diagnosis. Among this set of 50,
voicing errors emerged as a potential, albeit less common, marker for CAS. This finding is
supported by Shriberg, Potter, and Strand (2011), who reported voicing errors as one of 10
possible markers of CAS based on Strand’s 10 point checklist (Shriberg, Potter, & Strand, 2009).
According to this protocol, if a child presents with a minimum of four out of the 10 possible
markers assessed across three tasks, the child is given a diagnosis of CAS. It is important to point
out that Shriberg et al. (2011) and Murray, McCabe, Heard, and Ballard (2015), who also used
Strand’s 10 point checklist as one of three possible assessments for differential diagnosis of CAS,
did so with children ages 3 and older. Given the information presented in the current study,
clinicians should be aware that using these protocols with children under three may be
inappropriate. We do not necessarily challenge their use as diagnostic markers for older children,
but do note that robust, longitudinal research regarding the stability of voicing in 3-year-olds is
sparse. More generally, as indicated above, we suggest that results of one-time assessments of
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voicing contrasts in young children should be viewed with some caution. Other phonetic/
phonological features may well show similar patterns of variability in early development. It is also
clear that extended instability of an emerging contrast can be seen in typically-developing
children, and can therefore likely be expected in at least some children undergoing intervention
as well.
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Limitations and future directions
Case-study methodology always raises questions of how well the population is represented by the
participant(s). Since KC was in our earlier group study (she was C8 in Hitchcock & Koenig,
2013), we are able to verify that she was not an obvious outlier among that group of 10, granting
that (as stated earlier) there was considerable variation across children. For example, KC tended to
show larger ranges for /p t/ than /b d/, as observed for most other children. Four of the 10 children
in that study, KC being one, showed rapid gains in accuracy (over one or two sessions, i.e.
2–4 weeks) for at least one phoneme; for KC and one other child this was observed for the
voiceless sounds. Like most children, KC did not show discrete VOT distributions for most of her
early recording sessions. Finally, KC entered her overshoot phase rapidly (again, over the course
of 2–4 weeks), as was true for eight of the 10. Based on those initial four months at least, KC does
not appear to be an atypical child.
It is also the case that the current study collected data for a very small set of words that were
elicited in focused recording sessions. The total duration of recording (about 12.5 h, i.e.
25 sessions of about 30 min) represents a very small portion of KC’s second year of life and
development; indeed, parental checklists showed that during the first four months of the group
study KC’s lexicon grew from 155 to 257 words, and her syntax expanded to three-word
utterances. Nevertheless, one could argue that these four stimulus words were rather wellpracticed by the end of the study. This would suggest that our data may represent a ‘‘best-case’’
scenario for development and stabilisation of a voicing contrast; under typical acquisitional
conditions one might observe even more variability and instability than what was found here.
Finally, for practical reasons, our stimulus set excluded the velar place of articulation. As noted
above, the bilabial and alveolar places of articulation showed cases of parallel development for the
current participant, as well as for several participants in our group study. The literature provides
examples of development in tandem or close in time across places of articulation including the
velars (Macken & Barton, 1980); nevertheless, since velars often emerge later than other places
of articulation, the velar voicing contrast may, on average, lag behind more anterior places
of articulation. Future longitudinal and cross-language work is needed to determine the variety of
patterns that children may show in establishing voicing characteristics across places of
articulation.
Granting these necessary limitations of our study design, however, these methods allowed us to
present data obtained at short, systematic intervals for a duration that would have been
prohibitively long for a large group study. In this respect, the current study complements our
previous group study of 10 children, and presents a more complete picture of short-term changes
in voicing development than is available in any previous study. The recent popularity of singlesubject designs in clinical research (e.g. Gierut, Morrisette, & Dickinson, in press) has made
frequently-obtained longitudinal data available on numerous children undergoing a course of
therapy. Interpreting such data requires comparable data from typically-developing children. The
results presented here may be useful in this regard. Additional studies collecting many productions
of target consonants per session scheduled at systematic, short time intervals, over a long time
period, will contribute to understanding how and when children’s voicing contrast stabilises.
Finally, applying the proposed token-by-token analyses to more children and expanding the age
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range would provide much needed data to further refine our understanding of patterns of voicing
development, and contribute to more sensitive differentiation between typical and atypical
development.
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Conclusions
The current findings provide additional support for the schedule of voicing acquisition proposed
by Hitchcock and Koenig (2013), and for analysing child productions on a token-by-token basis.
A finding of interest is that modest percentages of exaggerated VOT values for /p t/, i.e. overshoot,
persisted long after KC’s brief ‘‘overshoot phase’’. Discreteness measures also showed an
extended period of non-adult-like behaviour. These results clearly indicate that /b p/ and /d t/
distributions did not develop in a linear progression from unimodal to bimodal distributions but
instead moved from short lag to extremely long VOT values before moving to less exaggerated
long-lag VOT values for voiceless targets. However, in this child overlap returned after the
overshoot phase, suggesting that she had not yet acquired the fine motor control required to
produce discrete, bimodal distributions without using exaggerated voiceless productions. It is
noteworthy that in the absence of token-by-token analysis and short intervals between recordings,
KC would not have appeared to go through Stage II or IIIa, nor would she have revealed persistent
overlap or inaccurate productions. This research provides clear evidence of an extended duration
of fluctuating voicing patterns for KC, suggesting that the voiced/voiceless contrast, once
achieved, may take months or possibly even years to stabilise. Given these findings, clinical use of
voicing errors as an indication of a phonological disorder or CAS would not be justified until after
the age of at least 3. Future research with a larger sample size should be carried out to allow for
greater generalisation of the results.
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